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1. Introduction

This user’s manual describes the basic setup and operation of the NumaRead™ software application. This manual assumes that the user’s has basic knowledge of the Microsoft Windows® computer operating system, general computer operation and DICOM.

2. NumaRead Overview

NumaRead is a software application that enables a user to access medical images that are stored using a variety of storage devices; media and image formats. NumaRead allows a user to read the images from the media and if necessary convert the images to DICOM and export them by DICOM C-Store to a medical computer system for processing or storage.

The program is designed to provide a simple graphical user interface for the user to access and read the media find the desired patient’s files. The user can also copy all the files on the media to another computer system. The program allows for the export of the DICOM image files to a DICOM C-Store provider. The destination C-Store provider may be an imaging workstation, NumaStore Image Management System or PACS.

This solution is useful for migrating archived data from a legacy system or for gathering data from a number of different medical facilities.

3. NumaRead Data Flow:

Supported media (CD, MOD or Tape) is inserted into the appropriate drive connected to the NumaRead system. The NumaRead software accesses the media, reads the image files and creates a list that includes the patient\study\series of the image files on the media. The user can select individual files or all the files from the media. The files are moved from the media to the hard disk on the NumaRead computer. The user can select the files to be converted to DICOM image format. The DICOM files can then be sent by DICOM C-Store to a compatible computer system. The temporary files are removed NumaRead system after a period of time as configured by the user.
4. Configuring NumaRead
After NumaRead has been installed, and prior to its operation, NumaRead must be configured. This is accomplished by launching the NumaRead program, and then actuating the “Configuration” pushbutton control in the Main NumaRead Program Window, as depicted in Figure 1.

The resultant “NumaRead Configuration” window (Figure 3) is then used to configure the NumaRead program by employing four sections.
   A. Media and File Format type selection
   B. Drive configuration
   C. DICOM destination configuration
   D. Local NumaRead settings.

Figure 1 - Main NumaRead Program Window; Configuration Button
4.1 Configuration – General

![Figure 2 – Configuration - General](image)

[Image of NumaRead Configuration interface]
4.1A. Media and File type selecting:
The user selects media and the file format to be configured. The choice of media and file changes depending on the read options the NumaRead has enabled.

Selecting a media and format causes the configuration form to display the correct media drive and destination configuration sections. NumaRead prompts the user with a name for the media reading process. The user can overwrite this name with their own name for the media reading process.

4.1B. Tape Drive Configuration: See Figure 2
This section provides an interface for the user to configure a tape device.

Device Name:
This provides the user ability to give a name for the tape drive.

Device Type:
This provides the user to override the selected device type from tape to another device type.

Tape Number:
Supported tape drives are noted by numbers. NumaRead supports up to five different tape drives. (0-4)

Test Button:
The Test button will query the configured device for device information. The results of the device query are displayed in the text box below the Test button.

4.1B. MOD (Magneto-Optical Drive) Configuration: See Figure 2
This section provides an interface for the user to configure a MOD device.

Device Name:
This provides the user ability to give a name for the MOD drive.

Device Type:
This provides the user to override the selected device type from MOD to another device type.

Drive Letter:
Supported MOD drives are noted by letter.

Test Button:
The Test button will query the configured device for device information. The results of the device query are displayed in the text box below the Test button.

4.1C. DICOM Destination Configuration:

Name:
The Name box provides a means for the user to define the name of the destination computer.

AE Title:
The AE Title box provides a means for the user to enter the AE Title for the destination computer.

Host Name:
The Host Name box provides a means for the user to enter the IP Address or Host Name of the destination computer.

Port Number:
The Port Number box provides a means for the user to enter the DICOM port number of the destination computer.
Active:
The Active checkbox provides a means for the user to activate or in-activate the destination.

NumaCache Role:
The NumaCache Role box provides a means for the user to enter the NumaCache security role of the destination system. The field is currently for information purposes. Viewer or Archive are appropriate configurations.

Thread Count:
The Thread Count box provides a means for the user to change the number of concurrent threads are used to perform the c-store to the destination computer. 2 is the default.

Verbose:
The Verbose box provides a means for the user to change the logging level for the destination computer.

Service List:
The Service List box provides a means for the user to change the DICOM tools service list. The default is “Storage_SCU_Service_List.”

C-Store Provider:
Is not used in NumaRead configuration.

C-Store User:
Is not used in NumaRead configuration.

4.1D. Local NumaRead Settings
Number of days to keep files:
NumaRead only temporarily stores files read from the media. This textbox is where the number of days the software stores the files and records.

Local AE Title:
The local AE Title sets NumaRead’s AE Title. The default is NUMAREAD.

Controls
Add/Change button:
The Add button adds the configuration data to the configuration database. The Change button adds the changes to the configuration database.

Save button:
The Save button commits the configuration data to the configuration database.

Delete button:
The Delete button removes the selected configuration data from the configuration database.

4.1E. Configuration Tree
The Configuration Tree displays configured Media\Format configurations.
5. Main NumaRead Program Window

The Main NumaRead program window, entitled “NumaRead” (figure 3), provides the user a means to start media reading process. The user puts the Media in to the appropriate drive. The user then selects the correct Media\Format button to read the Media.

![Figure 3 - Main NumaRead Program Window (In operation after configuration)](image)

5.1 Media Drive Controls: See Figure 3  
**Patient\Study\Series display:**
The patient\study\series display is a study root display in the left column. Selecting the column header causes the display to be sorted by that column. Selecting a patient\study causes the series display list to be loaded with the study series information. Selecting a patient\study or series item selects the item to be read from the media. Series item remains checked even though they are not displayed.

**Read Button:**
The Read button causes the checked Patient\Study\Series items to be read from the media.

**Cancel Button:**
The Cancel button causes current operation to stop.

**Check All Button:**
The Check All button checks all patient\studies on the media.
**Eject Button:**
The Eject button causes the media to be ejected. If media is being read, eject button is inhibited. Eject button causes the Media\Drive controls to unload.

**Eject when finished:**
This check box causes the media to be ejected when the files have been read, converted and sent to the destination computer.

### 5.2 Status Display box:
**Status Display display:**
The Status display box scrolls status messages to the user. This information includes the media label or C-Store status.